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Baby On The Car Roof Brings Together Totally New, Funny,
Quirky, Frightening, Bizarre And Always Entertaining Urban
Legends Urban Legends Or Myths Are Dramatic And Often
Humorous Stories That Circulate Under The Guise Of Truth
And Usually As Having Happened To A Friend Of A Friend
Even Though Often They Are Entirely Made Up Organized By
Genre, Each Tale Runs One To Two Pages Long Story
Variations Are Included In Each Listing The Subjects Range
From Famous People, Sex, Office Foibles And Travel
Nightmares To College Pranks, Biological Abnormalities And
Ghost Stories I read 130 pg so far of the book The Baby On
The Roof by Thomas J Craughwell I choose not to read it as
my book report only because it didn t involve a protagonist or
antagonist, and included multiple stories, not just one and
thought that this May lead to problems I absolutely choose to
read this book and still in the process because it s one of those
books you don t want to put down Honestly I m not much of a
reader but I would read this book all day if I could This book is
defininetely a laugh out loud and share all the funny non fiction
stories with your friends and family That is the reason I give
this book a 100% 5 stars Anyone who has access to E Mail
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has, at one time or another, received an E mail describing
some outlandish story that really happened to a friend of a
friend These are stories like the guy who unwittingly pays 250
for the Neiman Marcus cookie recipe and distributes it over the
internet to get even, the crew member who hanged himself
during the filming of The Wizard of Oz and can be seen
dangling in the background of one of the scenes, or the couple
who drives off with their baby and car seat on the roof of the
car after stopping at a rest stop.The fun of all of these urban
legends is that any of them could, potentially be true and some
of them quite possibly are But the real entertainment lies in
allowing ourselves to believe in them and that they really did
happen to our spouse s brother s best friend s uncle The Baby
on the Car Roof is a simple to read and enjoyable book There
are 223 short, urban legends ranging on a variety of topics The
legends may be read in random order, should the reader
choose to do so Each story is unique in its own right and is
sure to bring laughter, tears empathy, and maybe an
occasional groan to the reader.I have to admit, I bought this
book on a used book rack at my local Barnes and Noble
bookstore, and the image of a baby in a car seat on top of the
car is what caught my interest At times, Thomas Craughwell,
the book s author, explains where the legends originally
developed On a stressful day, the book is sure to bring a smile,
laugh, or leave the reader still believing that there are still good
people in the world. Picked this up on a whim at Goodwill on
Labor Day along with another collection Mostly I thought it
would be a quick read and it was Some of the legends were
obviously false, some were ones I had heard and believed
before hearing them debunked, two or three I only discovered
were urban legends in this book, and some of them were head
scratchers why would someone make up a story about this. I m
not all that impressed but maybe that s because I ve never
really found urban legends all that interesting It s a bunch of
one to two paragraph stories about different urban legends
There are a few I heard in high school junior high and the rest
are all new Some could be real, everyday things that have
indeed happened to someone but so what They re fairly normal
things The others are so far out that if anyone came up to me
and repeated them I d have the urge to slap them I don t know
I guess I m not up on the urban legend thing. Very similar to
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the other urban legend book I read a few weeks ago, probably
compiled by the same author, though I haven t checked Unlike
the other book, this one was mostly urban legends I was not
familiar with, though I do recall during reading that there was
one familiar one that was legitimate and not an urban legend
All in all a quick read, essentially Snopes in a book. This book
is filled with typo mistakes I remember while reading them
years ago I joked to myself that the guy was probably sued by
all the major companies he libeled and created false claims
about MM s and other products and could not afford an editor.It
s fairly good other than that though just of the same. This one
was a fun, light read I do have to comment on one particular
story in it My own little proof to you that you ve got to be careful
what you believe This story is about a mom and her three year
old It s her boy s birthday, so mom takes him to his favorite fast
foot restauraunt for a happy meal They get to McDonalds, eat
thier food, and mom allows boy to play in the playplace for a
while Boy emerges from ball pit tugging at his pants, saying
that he hurts Mom inspects the pants and sees nothing, but
then the boy starts crying so she takes him home At the house,
she removes his pants and sees a red welt on his leg It s
tender to the touch, and he continues crying Mom decides she
d better make an appointment to take him into the doctor While
she s on the phone making the appointment, the receptionist
puts her on hold for a minute While she waits for the
receptionist to return to the phone, her son s eyes roll back in
his head and he passes out She slams down the phone,
scoops up son, gets back into the car and takes him to the
emergency room After a while in the waiting room, a doctor
approaches her and asks what they did that day Mom explains
that it s his birthday, they spent the morning at home together,
went to McDonalds, and he played in the playplace That s
when he complained that his leg hurt The doctor told the
mother that her son just died of a heroin overdose He
explained that someone must have left a needle full of the drug
in the ball pit, and that her son was the unfortunate one to run
into it Now let me tell you why this story is complete crap
Number one, this story has been circulating for years, and
every version is different Number two, no matter how high and
crazy a junkie is, they would NEVER leave thier heroin in a
place that makes it so difficult to retreive Third, if a kid were
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injected with heroin, it would NOT take that long to knock him
out If it got into his vein, it would take six seconds or so for him
to pass out It it got into his muscle, he d be out in less than one
minute This kid had time to climb out of the ball pit, complain to
his mother, cry all the way home, and sit on her lap while she
sat on hold on the telephone Complete garbage. I thought this
might be a good summer read In one respect, it met my
expectations since it is quick to read and does require much
thinking However, I wouldn t mind putting a little thought into a
book This book was just plain dumb Worst of all, there were
typos That drove me crazy I just won t waste any time reading
this.
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